
Case Study
Coming out of the pandemic, like many airlines WestJet found themselves with less internal resource and more 
areas of responsibility to manage, including new route start ups across a global network and high central inventory 
levels. Having worked with WestJet as their Global Laundry Service Provider, MNH was asked to help support their 
Inflight Team with new port start up processes and cost reduction across their network.

PROFILE 
Customer: 
• WestJet - a Canadian airline   
  providing scheduled and charter  
  air service to 100+ destinations in  
  Canada, Europe, Mexico, Central  
  America and the Caribbean.

Regions: 
• Canada, USA and Europe

Challenges: 
• Our client had numerous new  
  outstations and a vast onshore  
  network with no consistency and  
  a lack of visibility of expensed  
  stock and costs.

Solution: 
• With the Performance  
  Management Platform; ROTIX®  
  backed by our experienced and  
  specialst team, MNH delivered  
  total cost visibility and control  
  across the network with a  
  standardised process and full  
  reporting.

PROJECT IN BRIEF: 
Our client wanted a standard process for new route start ups to reduce 
costs for existing onshore, round-tripped ports without increasing head office 
headcount or management costs. WestJet also wanted to reduce central 
inventory levels without risking stock outs.

CHALLENGE 
As we came out of the pandemic, MNH 
were engaged to work with WestJet on 
new port start ups experiencing high 
inventory levels and costs across their 
vast network, which included numerous 
new outstations.

SOLUTION 
ROTIX® data links were established 
to all working stock locations and 
stakeholders to enable real-time 
reporting of stock holding, issues, 
deliveries and consumption. 

Introduction of an ePOD (electronic 
proof of delivery) policy to drive 
efficiencies in daily airport deliveries 
and returns and automatically reconcile 
monthly invoices and cost centres 
before sign off. 

Improved operational consumption data 
fed back to improve stock forecasting 
process.

BENEFITS 
ROTIX® can analyse consumption and 
usage ensuring the optimum inventory 
is forecast, ordered and called off.

This reduces costs in the form of waste, 
over consumption and excess stock 
holdings.

 • Cost to serve reduced by 9.8% for all  
   rotable stock from process and policy 
   improvements.

• Inventory savings +$1.1m via improved  
  operational data to aid demand  
  planning. 

• Successful new route launches  
  supported by robust and cost-effective  
  on-going processes.

• Live dashboard reporting to enable  
  Inflight team to direct activities and  
  manage budgets. 

• Managed category service levels with  
  early issue identification going forward. 

“As we continue our development the 
need to set up and manage a global 
network would not have been possible 
internally without significant additional 
resources. 

MNH provides us with an alternative 
– a single specialist point of contact 
to manage all stakeholders across our 
network from start-up to ongoing BAU 
management.”

Simon Soni, Director Guest Experience
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MNH delivers Airline Performance 
Management Solutions, we support 
Inflight Service and Ground Services 
Teams for many of the world’s largest 
airlines.

We provide actionable data insights 
based on our clients’ needs, spanning 
core IFS disciplines, including:

• Sustained Product Cost (to serve)  
  Reduction Programmes

• Working Stock and Inventory  
  Performance Improvements across all  
  product categories.

• Headset and Laundry Service Chain  
  Programmes

• Onboard Presentation Management

For more information or a service 
proposal call 0333 322 0171 or visit 
our website www.mnhscs.com


